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Strategies of e-marketing in library information products and services
Amin Jignesh I. and Dave Amita M.

INTRODUCTION
The society, wherein information and knowledge evolves, becomes a great society. Marketing of information is a new idea which plays a major role in libraries and information centers. Marketing is a social and managerial process which occurs by transaction or exchange of one another’s needs through individuals or groups.

According to Levitt, “Marketing is concerned with satisfying the needs of the customers by means of product and the whole cluster of things associated with creating, delivering and finally consuming it”.

It has been accepted by the library and information centers that information products and services are an identical part of management. It especially can be helpful in enhancing user’s satisfaction and in providing encouragement to customers in the use of current/future services.

In the profession of library, three factors influence the marketing of information products and services – they are: information explosion, revolution of technology, and the broad scope of library. From these factors it can be said that in this competitive age of information, marketing is a tool which gives a new life.

E-MARKETING
The word “e” is related as a medium of modern technology of “Internet”. So, it can be said that e-Marketing is Internet Marketing. e-Marketing has an extensive scope in which information occurs by use of internet, email, and other such tools. And it also helps in maintaining relationship with the users.

In order to encourage information services, the tradition of age-old optimism of printing a bunch of bulletin or notes and keeping it on a table with the hope that some one will come and read has eloped. Today users hope to get information of his/her choice at right time and at right place. With the help of e-Marketing the internet provides vast possibilities of user contacts by coming out such limitations. e-Marketing keeps the user in continuous contact with library products and services and makes him/her more active. User who is not visiting library daily, for them e-Marketing is an effective tool for getting attractive, rapid and inexpensive information.

ADVANTAGES OF E-MARKETING
- Exchange of library information by global area.
- Round the clock (24 x 7) availability of library services/information, at anywhere.
- More users at a time can make use of library.
- Better information services can be provided with less manpower.
- User’s time and expenses are reduced.
- More and easy conformity can be attained with future changes.

STRATEGIES OF E-MARKETING IN LIBRARY INFORMATION PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Internet is an advanced form of modern technology which removes the limitations of remoteness through modern technology tools and becomes helpful in timely e-Marketing of library products and services to the users. It can be done as shown below.

Library website (homepage)
Library website is a modern link between a library and users. The homepage of a website should reflect the library services. The homepage should be so attractive that users can easily find and acquire library services and information with a single click.

Library membership registration
Online forms for library members should be uploaded in the website of library. So, that the users can fill up the online form and get easily avail the library services.
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Online library visit (Library orientation)

Online library visit helps in saving the time of staff and provides the library products and services to the users. Large libraries where the number of users is more, the online library visit is a tool which provides rapid identification to the library.

Online user education course

Hybrid library has changed the definition of traditional library. Nowadays the exchange of information occurs through OPAC, in-house databases, online databases and internet. Due to these broad and technological alternatives, there had been increased in the number of users. It has become necessary to impart online education to the users for precise and quick access of information from a certain databases so that the users can find necessary information.

Emails v FTP

Email enjoys a leading position in communication and information media. Besides, it is less expensive than the other media. The user can access the information about necessary book/items, and also renew and reserve it with the help of email. Also the exchange of information in large promotion can be done through the FTP.

Forum or discussion group

Today many forums and discussion groups of various subject fields are available on internet. User can became a member of such forums or groups and can get knowledge about any problem or subject in his/her field and about new researches. To avail of this service a library should prepare a list according to the subjects of the users. Also, for the facility of instant massaging, chat rooms or video conference should be made available in a library.

Blog

New research in the user’s subject field and other related data can be collected and classified and shown in the “Blog”, so that every user can easily get information from the library blog.

Book talks or other lectures

Book talk’s digital recording, special lectures from subject experts and other multimedia presentations without copyright can be uploaded and delivered to the users.

e-Query service

e-Query service is a web reference service which is given those users who possess the library membership. Here users can ask any question related to library information through email.

Social networking

More users can connect with each other by making a use of social networking in library and can get necessary information with the help of social networking. Facebook, Twitter, MySpace etc are extensively used in the social networking. For sharing the information with the help of social networking, a library page can be made in Facebook; Twitter’s ‘additional feature’ can be used to making a group and share the information.

An Institution’s events/meeting diary

Online diary of events and meetings of an institution can be prepared and uploaded in library’s homepage, so that user can easily get information about an institutions events/meeting by visiting library’s website.

DR. RANGANATHAN’S CONCEPT OF THE FIVE LAWS OF LIBRARY SCIENCE HAVE THE E-MARKETING CONCEPT AT ITS CORE.

The Five Laws were:
1) “Books are for use.” (Maximize the use of information/e-Information or resources.)
2) “Every reader his/her book.” (User is the prime factor and his/her need must be satisfied.)
3) “Every book its reader.” (Find a user for every information/e-Information or resources.)
4) “Save the time of the reader.” (Organize information/e-Information in such a way that the user finds the information wanted promptly.)
5) “A library is a growing organism.” (Emphasis is on comprehensive and evolutionary growth.)
Focusing on customer/user needs (second law) and wants through saving of time (fourth law) is understandably emphasized in these laws. Also, the third law activity to finding a reader, probably implying that the library should reach out to the customers/users. A reliever investigation needs various types of modifications. Still, firstly the definition of a consumer/user only as a reverend needs to be widened to allow the role of representation and distance of using the information. Secondly, in today's circumstance the use of computers/IT to process the information/e-Information obtained from library may give increase to totally new needs and wants. Thirdly, presumption the utility of information in one library to customers/users in different and far off locations, reaching out to customers/users is becoming far more important. Thus, though customer/user focus has long been advocated in library profession, it may be refined to suit the current context of the e-Marketing.

LIBRARY PRODUCTS AND SERVICES, E-MARKETING AND THE USERS

The relationship between library products and services, e-Marketing and the users on the basis of the five laws of e-Marketing is shown in figure-1. Accordingly the e-Marketing of library products and services reaches to the users and it also provides information about proper quality as required by the users.

CONCLUSION

Marketing is a human directed activity in which need or demands is caters through the process of exchange, same in the case of a library. In today's digital age it is essential to do digital marketing of the products and services of an informative library. In order to improve the quality of a library and provide satisfactory and timely information to the users the sources of information should be used by every library. A library should make use of modern tools of e-Marketing to provide e-Information to its users. In today's competitive and technological age e-Marketing should be made inevitable to provide library products and services to the users.